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The “Voice of the I AM” is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters’ Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters’ Instruction on the “I AM.”

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of “Young America” will be the Ascended Masters’ help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden “I AM” Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.

THE SINDELAR STUDIOS
2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California
"My words are life unto those that find them, and health to all their flesh."

1. I am conscious of a Great Power within me.
   
   THIS POWER IS GOD.

2. I am conscious of a Great Peace within me.

   THIS PEACE IS GOD.

3. I am conscious of a Great Strength within me

   THIS STRENGTH IS GOD.

4. I am conscious of a Great Love within me.

   THIS LOVE IS GOD.

5. I am conscious of a Great Flame within me, a Fountain of Love, Wisdom and Power.

   THIS FLAME IS GOD.

THE HEART OF MY PRESENCE

The Heart of My Presence I feel within me,
The Heart of My Presence heals all—sets them free,
The Heart of My Presence is Pure Dazzling White,
The Heart of My Presence is Love's Flame so bright.
The Heart of My Presence illumines—gives Peace,
The Heart of My Presence is Love's Holy Feast,
The Heart of My Presence releases Its Power,
The Heart of My Presence rules me every hour.
The Heart of My Presence is Joy Oh, so great,
The Heart of My Presence is God's PERFECT STATE
The Heart of My Presence now pours forth Its Rays,
The Heart of My Presence sings through me Its Praise.
The Heart of My Presence, My Altar of Love,
The Heart of My Presence, My Source up above,
The Heart of My Presence projects forths Its Flame,
The Heart of My Presence is My Heart — "I AM."

CHANERA.
UT of your hearts, Oh beloved students, there is coming the Light, *in Its fulness*, "that lighteth every man that cometh into the world." You who have so earnestly been reaching out to your "Great I AM Presence," the Source of all Light, Love and Intelligence of everyone anywhere in the Universe, have found peace and rest in action. Without action, Oh precious ones, there would come disintegration. So in your reaching forth, remember that you are not just reaching alone for yourselves—Oh far from it—but to bless the earth and all mankind therein; for in consciousness there is no expression; in feeling there is no expression; in energy there is no expression; in substance there is no expression without use.

So you see the Oneness of all things, when correctly understood, will bring to you a sense of Freedom, a sense of your responsibility to each other, until not a single one will wish to have or feel a single discordant thing; because they will know that they are affecting all others, at least in their environment, at least to some extent. Therefore, thinking of the other individual's happiness, they will not allow a thing to pass through their feeling that would bring unhappiness to others.

Is that not a beautiful thought, is it not a beautiful Truth to realize one's own responsibility to his fellow assistants, also to their environment and for instance, to your city? You want your city to become beautiful, perfect and peopled with those individuals who will manifest Divine Justice. Then, how are you to achieve that
in your individual activity, in your city, in your Groups which are so magnificent? By calling your "Mighty I AM Presence" into action as you are doing in this group.

Dear ones, the achievement through the issuing of these Decrees throughout America, is one of the most transcendent things in the history of the earth. I say this not not to pat you on the back, but that you may feel the Glory of your earnest achievement; for one day not so far distant, you will see the outer manifesting activity of what your Decrees have set into action, in the mental and feeling world of mankind.

Oh be patient, precious ones, in dissolving and consuming all of the old momentum. Fortunately, you do not see that which has been built up through inharmony and discordant thought and feeling. One must be patient until all that becomes dissolved, but as you call your Presence into action—aside from your use of the Violet Consuming Flame—this all naturally takes place. It becomes like a revolving wheel, until finally there is carried out of your world, dissolved and consumed, every undesirable thing.

That is why I say to you in our heart to heart talk to-night: Do not be impatient, if your achievement has not been all you wish so far; but remember all of the centuries, when you did not understand this Presence. Then, if you clear your world in a few weeks, a few months or even a few years is it not worth it?

Remember, We Who have gone the way unto that Great Perfection where We no longer hear tell even of such a thing as imperfection, except when we contact the world of human creations,
We know all that you require! We know all you have to go through and We also know that no human being ever did or ever will achieve Freedom, except by his own conscious effort.

Now to-day, in the understanding of your "Mighty I AM Presence"—the Greatest Source in the Universe of Love, Wisdom, Power and Directing Intelligence—you have at hand a means by which you may attain in a few weeks or a few months what would have taken you perhaps two or three embodiments to accomplish, in the absence of the understanding of that Great Presence. Therefore, have you not everything in the world to be encouraged about?

The individual who will stand serene, calm and poised in his own Self-control—in the acknowledgment of his Presence—will have no question in his mind of his certain achievement. Beloved ones, just look! to-day you have the assistance of the Beloved Messengers and of each other, when in times past there was no such thing as that. Every individual stood alone, absolutely alone in his attainment. To-day you have the Love, the co-operation and the decreeing for your Freedom, your supply, your Ascension.

As the Messengers have said to you, great is the privilege of issuing these Decrees in Great Groups in this manner; for then, if you have four, six or eight hundred people, you have four, six or eight hundred times your own earnest call, a thing that has never been permitted on the face of the earth before. You only have It now because of the Great Cosmic Light which is rushing into action in the earth, for that is the only thing that has made this possible.
I assert to you again: Never in the history of the earth has mankind had such great assistance. So never let your human self, which has held sway so long, cause you to feel one moment's discouragement or feel you are not attaining all that your heart desires. When you reverse the activity from within out, instead of without in then you find a raising, raising, raising and consuming all that is undesirable. As you call this Great Presence into action, you find suddenly all of this undesirable accumulation is gone.

Then you feel the clearness, the alertness and the Glory which words do not describe; but which the feeling knows in its great calm serenity and Perfection which it has reached. You to-day are reaching that Perfection so rapidly from within out; because that is the only permanent means of achievement and attainment that you can have which will stabilize you. The human is never dependable, you all know that; but to-day, when so much of the human is being set aside and you feel the greater calmness, serenity, peace and rest within you; then you know that is your signal to go on, on and on, until one day the Joy just expands from within the Light within your heart; until no longer is there a single feeling within you of anything but Gratitude and Love to the Great Presence which gives you Life.

Dear, dear ones, think of It! the Life that flows through your Being, the Great Source of all Perfection! Only by your power of qualification has It not produced the completeness of Perfection in, through and for you.

Now, when We have an opportunity to talk to you in this manner, just like a home heart to heart talk; will you not believe Me when I say
to you, that the most important thing in your whole experience is to *keep your feelings harmonized*: that the power, the energy, the Intelligence of the Presence can flow in, through and out into your world to do the things required; because without that you only have a fragmentary part of this activity?

Your power of qualification is so great. It has to act! The energy MUST take on the quality you give it by your feelings! Now, let us not just hear these words, but let us live them. Do not go on precious ones, believing that you still can find a loop-hole for allowing inharmony to act in your feelings and have the results you desire. You cannot do it; but if you will take your firm determined stand to cease allowing inharmony to register in you, then the Presence will quickly send Its power through to flood your world with the Perfection which It is.

Your Higher Mental Body, precious ones, knows everything you require. It is not an imaginary thing. It is a Great Reality—a form as tangible as you are; but It cannot over-rule your free will. Only as the Great Cosmic Law to some degree has permitted it, but not sufficiently yet to enable It to act—except within a few—is the law by which you have created all the discord, allowed to be set aside.

We use this opportunity to again and again strengthen, encourage and let you know that We stand ready at all times, to give you the Assistance which the Great Cosmic Law has provided at this time, or enabled to be given. Will you not take advantage of it?

Now do not be frightened when I say this; but
the Great Cosmic Law is not always going to permit this. In a few years, I may not say to you just how many, the Great Cosmic Wheel will have turned to a point where again such Tremendous Assistance cannot be given in exactly this manner. Therefore, I urge you, precious ones, and all everywhere, who are interested in this Inner Truth which Saint Germain has brought forth, to take advantage of it now in its fulness at this time; when you have almost Limitless Assistance within your reach; when you can do within a few weeks what might afterwards take you years to accomplish.

To-night, I want you to know that never have you had so great a privilege. Many of you have had the evidence, in fact thousands and thousands of students have had such marvelous evidence of the Power of the Presence to act in their Life Stream, that they no longer question a single moment Its Full Power to act; so long as they can harmonize themselves sufficiently, to let Its Power and Energy flow forth unqualified by any discordant feeling within them.

To-night, remember again, you must use your Violet Consuming Flame, even when you are still; when your feeling is harmonious; because of the constant raising to the surface of the old discordant thing to be dissolved and consumed. Dear hearts, do not, do not ever get tired of doing these things that give you such Eternal Freedom. You get weary at your daily labors to feed and clothe yourselves, do you not? Yet you get up the next day and go on again at the same old process. Now, you have an opportunity in the acknowledgment of your Presence to set your-
selves forever free from all limitations, from all outer struggle of gaining a livelihood through the sweat of the brow—a thing that was never intended in God’s Kingdom. Oh, for that day, when the Law permits Us to show you how, with the turn of the hand, everything you require for use can be released then and there! Yet mankind has brought itself into a state where individuals struggle, struggle and struggle and go through such unhappiness for clothing, shelter and comfort. Yet all is obtainable from the very atmosphere about you!

When I say that, I mean the Octaves above where all Perfection is. It only requires a certain activity to lower it into your visibility and use; because the Universe is filled with the substance from which all form is produced whether it is your machinery, whether it is your trees, whether it is your bodies or whatever form comes into being. That substance fills the Universe and only requires an Intelligence to bring it into a definite focus, qualify it and give it the picture that it must fulfill, for it to do so. Is it not a simple process? I assure you it is, but because of mankind’s thought and feeling, they have made it so seemingly difficult.

I want to congratulate our beloved Brother and Sister, Mr. and Mrs. Sindelar, in the beautiful loving wondrous work they have done in the Magazine under such great difficulty. May I say it has been wonderful training, and I congratulate you, my Brother, with all my heart. Out of it will come a great, great, great blessing to you. Oh never weary, my loved ones, of serving the Light; for when the Light turns about and begins to serve you in the fullness of Its power, then will
you rejoice at those wonderful days in which you served the Light. I say this to all of you.

You blessed ones who earnestly seek to serve the Light! Oh dear ones, when that is reversed and the Light from within you — from this Great Presence — begins to turn about and serve you, then will you know the Glory and the Power of those wondrous days you spent, in your earnest endeavor to serve the Light. Oh, that you may have the feeling that goes forth from My Heart to-night, as I speak these words to you. It MUST reach within your feelings and remain there. Let me repeat again: In your earnest endeavor to serve the Light it means, that one day the Great Light will reverse that activity and begin to serve you. Then the Gates of Eternal Freedom open wide and you are free from all struggle of any kind.

Precious ones! how little yet you realize what your radiation is to those about you. That radiation is as tangible to the feeling of the other individual, if they understood how to read it, as your written word is to each other. Therefore, the importance of Self-control and harmony within your feelings is so great, so do not unknowingly send out a feeling which will disturb someone else and cause them to lose their equilibrium for the moment.

Do you not see how great is your responsibility to your fellow Being? It is so very vital. We are responsible for the vibratory action that goes out through our feeling and its radiation is very tangible. Do you wonder, precious ones, sometimes when people call to Us so earnestly and yet their feeling is such a seething vortex of irritation and disturbance, that We could not get near? I marvel, that mankind or the students do not realize this
more than they do today, after all the earnest efforts of the Messengers.

Dear hearts, it is not in criticism or condemnation of anybody—but it is a Law of your Being and if you allow those things to take command of you, then you are responsible and you are delaying your progress. I will not say how long. That is why to-night, I take this opportunity to again prompt you to stand guard over your world, over your feeling which is the power-house of your world, and compel it to be harmonious and remain so.

Do you ever think that it is not outer things that irritate and disturb you? It is just your feelings. The human likes to pick upon one thing or another as an excuse for irritation and disturbance. It is just an excuse, but the cause dear hearts, please believe Me when I tell you, that the cause of everything is within you. If Love from the Presence is poured out everywhere, then you will meet that Love coming back from everyone else to you; but if some day, you are pouring out that Love and the same thing does not come back, well do not be discouraged about it. That will not be your fault; but continue to pour out Love just the same. Then one day, will you find never anything coming back to you, but that Great Loving Presence from everywhere.

You know the statement that you used to use: “I AM here, I AM there, I AM the Great God Presence acting everywhere.” That is what We want to feel coming to us from everywhere, the Great Love of the Presence which must and does act through every human being, who will let It through every form that will give it the chance.

To-night, Oh beloved ones, there shall be an-
chored within your feeling world this balance of Self-control. You think you love each other. Do you think I Am old-fashioned, if I say to you, We love you so much more, so much more than you could possibly yet love Us or each other? That is what comes in the Freedom from human creation.

You see, it is only the PRESSURE of human creation which makes the individual unable to register and have the full Feeling and the full Power of the Presence acting.

When you use the Violet Consuming Flame and call the Power of the Presence into action, remember that your determination is the outer activity of the Inner Will, which is the Presence. Therefore, at first it requires determination to stand your ground against your own human creation, that the Power of the Presence may go forth unqualified longer and dissolve and consume all the undesirable creation.

Oh dear ones, please do not be so concerned about the other fellow. Remember, when someone does something you do not like, he still has an “I AM Presence.” Turn him over to his own “I AM Presence” and say: “Here, 'Mighty I AM Presence' you take care of this fellow down here”; and you will have relief and release. You will not let a feeling go out from you that will retard your Expansion of the Light. This is the tragedy, dear hearts, of irritation and disturbance in the feeling. It is but retarding your own feeling and progress and the Expansion of your own Light. Do you not see that is the whole of it? Oh it does not matter what someone else does! It does NOT matter! Keep your feelings harmonized that the unqualified Energy of the Presence, which is wholly Perfect,
can go forth to you and into your world to perform the required service. It is magnificent beyond all words—simple and within the reach of every one, but so magnificent!

To-night, does it sound presumptuous upon My Part to say, just to look you right in the eye and say to you from My Heart: "While the Messenger has been giving you My Words, there is anchored within the heart of every one of you My Ray of Light, of Love and of Substance." I want to congratulate our beloved Messenger, Mrs. Ballard, for the marvelous idea she recently conceived of qualifying every one of the students with the Ascended Masters' Substance, which the student could no longer requalify. Is that not a marvelous thing?

Again, do you not see, precious ones, how step by step is released the fulness of the Understanding of the things required which gives you your Dominion? From what? From your human self and its creation; because that is all that is necessary. You do not have to worry about the other fellow.

To-night, I feel so close to you that I almost delight in using your own language and words to speak to you; that you may fully comprehend and feel this closeness. We, as Ascended Beings, We are not so untouchable and please do not feel that. We just love to be of service to you. Will you not always feel that? When the pressure seems a little too heavy say: "Beloved Ones of the Light I need help." It will ALWAYS come.

Once you know that YOUR Love and Gratitude to your "Mighty I AM Presence" is the Open Door to the Treasure-House of the Universe, to all Love, Light and Justice never can any injus-
tice be done you. In this day, when so many of mankind are feeling and preaching injustice, when you understand your Presence NEVER can any injustice ever act to you. The Presence is the only thing in the world that can prevent injustice being done to you individually, to your city, to your nation. Divine Justice is a Law of Life and when one knows his “Mighty I AM Presence” and earnestly, continuously, calls It into action, he will one day find the Full Power of Divine Justice acting within him or her or each one’s world.

Oh dear ones, understand the simplicity of this Great Law and set It into action! Then stand by It, until the fulness of Its Power produces the results you require. That is what you want to do.

May I, in closing, congratulate you on the Great Love that you have poured forth and for the Love which you have poured forth to these precious Messengers? No matter what they have had to confront, the inharmony or whatever has been, still they go on pouring out only the Great Love of the Presence; for they know so well what it means to you. No matter how great the pressure has been, nothing has been able to change it. I congratulate them, even as My Beloved Brother Saint Germain has congratulated them, on one or two instances. So do I to-night, congratulate them on their ability to stand untouched by the inharmony about them and pour forth the Love which sustains and holds individuals from destruction.

I could point out to you conditions, that would give you such joy wherein they have stood unmoved, untouched by inharmony of which they were aware, and yet the individuals own destruction has been prevented by it. So dear ones, never
grow weary of loving and kindness. Our beloved Harry Roger’s motto is a wonderful thing: “Be kind, be grateful, be reverent, be humble.” Dear hearts it is the most wonderful thing in the Universe!

I wish I might show you records We have, for in this particular instance, We have kept records—not complete but nearly so—of the effect of the kindness of mankind to each other; how a kind word or a hand laid upon the shoulder of another will sometimes give encouragement and strength that will sustain that one indefinitely. Never withhold a sudden impulse to give a kind word or place your hand on the back, whether it be a man or a woman. Human opinion, in its great falsity thinks that if an individual, a man, lay his hand on a woman’s shoulder in kindness that it could be misconstrued. Oh dear hearts, our beloved Messengers here have stood forth before the world; and if they feel the impulse to put their arms around a man or woman to give encouragement, they do it! No human being dares misinterpret it! That is the way mankind should be! So dear ones, with all the Love of Our Hearts and with your Love to your Presence and Us, We will all win the Eternal Victory quickly.

To-night has been a wonderful time, a wonderful hour of rejoicing; for not only just We who are here, but to the beloved students throughout the city, has this Radiance gone forth to-night, doing Its Perfect Work.

My good brother Charles, was not your call answered? We never fail to hear. I congratulate all the students everywhere, for their assistance in decreeing and bringing forth the new Press. We shall bless that new Press to-night and do you
know that even the substance of the Press can be charged with Intelligence to do many wonderful things? As I said, if My intuitive powers serve Me correctly many things will be done with it.

Again may I congratulate you my beloved Brother on your steadfastness, your willingness, your tireless work. From now on you will enter into greater ease, comfort and Perfection, in that Great Light and Perfection which is surging forth so earnestly from within you. Please convey My Love and Blessings to those two blessed young men who have been so steadfast in your assistance. It is wonderful, dear hearts, to work with a thing that so easily produces Perfection; but to work with a thing and produce Perfection which is beyond its ordinary capacity is quite another thing. So We want to give the greatest encouragement, and remember this is the third time I repeat these words to you to-night: Remember, dear hearts! In your great desire to serve the Light, one day the Light reverses that and says: “Now I shall serve you”—a most wonderful thing. Will you not all buckle on your armor? Continue to serve the Light! until that day the Light says: “Now I shall take my turn and serve you.”

I thank you.

· AFFIRMATION ·

“Mighty I AM Presence”! charge my entire Being and world and all I contact forever with the Ecstasy of Thy Heart in full Ascended Masters’ Consciousness and keep It the ONLY ACTING PRESENCE within me at all times.
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This Temple is Thy Temple
Oh Glorious Great "I AM"!
This Temple is Thy Temple
The Holy Unfed Flame!
This Temple is Thy Temple
All Crystal Blazing bright!
This Temple is Thy Temple
Filled with the Cosmic Light!

This Temple is Thy Temple
My Vict'ry is made sure!
This Temple is Thy Temple
Supreme—at last all PURE!
This Temple is Thy Temple
Of Glorious Blessed Song!
This Temple is Thy Temple
NOW and the whole day long!
This Temple is Thy Temple
Of Pure Unselfish Love!
This Temple is Thy Temple
And rises now above!
This Temple is Thy Temple
All Master by Thy Might!
This Temple is Thy Temple
I enter Thy Great Height!

This Temple is Thy Temple
Of Mighty Healing POWER!
This Temple is Thy Temple
Resplendent every hour!
This Temple is Thy Temple
And “I AM” ever free!
This Temple is Thy Temple
“I AM” at last all THEE!

This Temple is Thy Temple
A Blazing Cosmic Sun!
This Temple is Thy Temple
My own earth journey done!
This Temple is Thy Temple
Supreme o’er human strife!
This Temple is Thy Temple
And “I AM LORD OF LIFE”!

CHANERA.
Y CHILDREN OF THE LIGHT, in your song to-night acknowledging the Freedom of America, you brought forth the release of a Great Cosmic Power. As My Focus of Activity is in South America, so do I also join in the Freedom of the Americas and the world. Children of the Light, be forever certain and reminded by the Great Host of Ascended Masters of the majestic privilege you have in rendering a service to the great mass, unknown in the
history of mankind. A few have had this privilege, but you to-day are Children of the Light of the many civilizations in which you have lived, sometimes higher, sometimes not so high. Yet in this embodiment you enter into the culmination, the balancing, of that which your Inner Light has sought in every embodiment.

To-night there is one who is in your city from South America, whom I have been watching for sometime. As you may have observed, We never lose an opportunity to watch the expansion of the Light in every one of the beloved Children of the Light; until the Light in each one expands to the point where We may give Assistance to quicken It into the fulness of Its Mighty Glory; that the individual may become a Blazing Sun of Light wherever he moves. Then We may envelope such an one and pour forth a Mighty Radiance.

Precious ones of the Light, Oh that you might fully, quickly, realize that you, even in the present state of the expansion of your Light, can become a Blazing Sun of Light wherever you move!

I say to our Blessed Children of the Light who are soon to go to Norway: We thank you for carrying the Light there. Remember you are rendering a transcendent service. We watch the blessed ones going here and there, and those who stand so loyally to this Instruction which Saint Germain has brought forth. Oh, how great will be that blessing to them. Oh, how quickly everything comes into Divine Order and is so sustained.

Watch! be alert Oh Precious Children of the Light. Silence every discord and inharmony that attempts to find expression in your world, either through yourself or outside. Then you will find
great calm, peace and serenity fill your world, filling your heart, until, when you call, there will quickly come the answer from the Presence. The Messengers have plead with you for harmony because there is the imperative need of harmony and stillness in your feelings. Once you realize this, you will find that in the stillness there will come always—quickly and clearly—the answer required. It cannot fail. Oh beloved ones! do you think that your Presence, the Governor of the Universe could fail? Do you not see how incredible such a thing would be and that it is only the human concept which longer prevents you from entering quickly into the Freedom which the Presence is?

Believe, Oh precious ones, the experiences of this good brother on Mount Shasta where the Light descended rendering a service so great! There is not one in this room—and this is no exaggeration—there is not one in this room, through whom that same service might not be rendered. I tell you, precious ones, your Presence is not limited to Its Activity in and through you, except by your feeling world. If you will feel the FULL AUTHORITY and Power of your Presence, and then be just so still, you will quickly find, that this Presence is a never failing release of all that is required.

THE HAPPINESS WITHIN YOUR FEELING IS THE GREAT GOLDEN KEY WHICH THE LIGHT OF YOUR BEING TURNS AND THE DOOR OPENS INTO YOUR FREEDOM. In the Presence is all you require, not yet possibly in outer manifested form; but the pattern or idea, the Intelligence for its Perfect Manifestation in
any required form is there, within the conscious acceptance of your Presence in your feeling world. We wish all might feel this so clearly, so freely, Now, during the remainder of the time that I am speaking to you, because We always endeavor to render at least one service during a given period. Will you not feel with Me EVERYTHING within your being that has bound or limited you let go? I say: All human creation that has limited or bound these Children of Light, LET GO! All human creation that has limited or bound these children of Light LET GO NOW! and be replaced by the Full Power and Perfection of their "Mighty I AM Presence"—in full Power and Action! We accept this in the full power of Its activity, for every blessed one and qualify It to be eternally sustained in this MIGHTY ACTIVITY. Please, in your mental and feeling world, accept that your human creation IS FULLY SILENCED.

From each Great Focus in the atmosphere of earth there are being released Mighty Currents of Energy to help all individuals set themselves free. One comes from that Mighty Ancient Focus in South America, the Great Province of Peru, which once knew such Great Light in its outward expression. The Great Light, Oh beloved ones, is still there and ere long there will stream forth three Great Rivers of Light. The world, in spite of its appearance, is being bathed in the Glory of God, the "Mighty I AM Presence," and ere long hundreds of thousands will know their "Mighty I AM Presence."

In Norway, We once met many of those Great Beings of Light whose province it is to assist the children of earth. We, seeing that this Knowledge of the "I AM" is reaching so near Our Great Focus
once held there, I take this opportunity to thank those who will go forth and expand it there. In their quiet of the few past months, I want them to know it has been for the building up of Energy to go forth in this service. May this Blessed Trinity rejoice.

I wish to-night that I might talk heart to heart with each one of you and cause you to feel My Heart throb in that which I know is being quickened into action for you. As Beloved Saint Germain’s Joy has been so great recently, so too are We feeling and pouring out to you Our Joy, that you have the simplicity of expression which brings such majestic action. In the simple words: “The Power of your Attention,” do you not see, Oh precious ones, that it is the simplicity of thought and expression which brings the great release of the powers of Freedom? Only in the complications of expression is the Truth so often hidden. Ever shall Saint Germain be blessed for bringing this Knowledge of the “Mighty I AM Presence” forth in such simple language, that all may understand and apply it. So We are blessing Him as greatly as you are for that Great, Great Service He has rendered.

You know sometimes you are not always obedient. Sometimes We are not, in this way: Saint Germain had asked, that We refrain from commanding Him. Chananda said last night to Saint Germain: “I AM sorry to disappoint you, but I have got to do it.” So you see We too are sometime disobedient, but We too call on the Law of Forgiveness and try to do better the next time. So will you not feel with us such great joy and happiness? Could you conceive of anything that would give Us such Great Happiness, as to see the ex-
pansion of your Light and the Freedom that awaits you so near at hand? Oh, it is no longer a long drawn out activity. Just forget that part of it! It is not long any more. Just rejoice, Oh with so great a rejoicing, in every day calling the Power of your Mighty Presence into action to cleanse, to purify your mind, body, world and your homes! Oh those homes, Oh what a feeling! what a feeling is in that word “Home”! Every home in the world in outer manifestation should be a Sacred Altar of God in Action. What a world! what a heaven on earth that would be! Oh for that day—do not feel Me critical when I say this, but Oh for that day when once again mankind—notice this expression—is unpiled from on top of each other. Then, individuals will not worry whether their “Mighty I AM Presence” is in someone’s else apartment. However, I would advise all not to worry about that even in the present state, let the Presence take care of it. You may be sure the “Mighty I AM Presence” is quite able to take care of Itself.

We see from that Great Field of Activity, the vicinity of Lake Titicaca, from which one day shall be released again Its Great Powers. Many of you will see and know this of which I speak. Remember that not so far from this Great Focus of Light there was one of the greatest destructive activities on the earth. There are caves in our Beloved Andes where one day, there was broken up the greatest focus of darkness on the earth. In that age, the final battle was won between the Light and darkness. THE LIGHT OF COURSE ALWAYS WINS, AND SO IT WILL AGAIN IN YOUR BELOVED AMERICA; IN OUR BELOVED AMERICA.
In your song to-night you touch deeply within My Heart. Hence, Great is My Joy to have been present with you and rendered a Service which it is My Privilege to give. May I remind you, just at this point, how great is this uplifting activity: how great is your happiness, when you have rendered some service to each other out here in your world of action? Then can you just imagine for a moment Our Great Joy, when We find an opportunity, sometimes even to Us wholly unexpected, to render a Service sometimes very far reaching? To-night it is far reaching, from the Andes to the Sierras. Does that sound like a long distance? Well it is not! That is the human concept which says so. To Us who have forgotten, so far as Our own Activity is concerned, that there is time and space, is it any wonder We feel there is no distance? It is possible for every one to become so conscious of his "Mighty I AM Presence," that he has no cognizance of time and space. To feel it or to be so imbued with this feeling, that you do the activities of the day as though it were an hour or perhaps a few minutes is joy unspeakable.

You know how often in your contemplation of the Presence, one, two or three hours pass and it seems but a few minutes? That is a slight intimation to you of what it really means to transcend time and space. The Great Cosmic Law is now permitting this to be done more and more for the children of earth. Thus it is hastening, quickening powerfully, your own call for the Freedom of all mankind. You, who are privileged to know your "Mighty I AM Presence" in this way, will find yourselves a Thousand Petalled Lotus, Its Thousand Rays reaching out everywhere to bless, to heal, to prosper and enlighten.
Our Precious Lotus! We thank and Bless her for her ceaseless service and her great happiness in that service. I shall for one stand by and see that she never lacks for energy and strength. Your Love is Oh, so great in its outpouring to her, and I thank you with deepest gratitude. Notice, dear hearts, how the great earnest call to the “Mighty I AM Presence” dissolves and clears away all mists of human creation. A great number of the earnest “I AM” Students are fast surging forward into Its Great Peace at first: then the feeling of their Mastery over their worlds: then the feeling of a Great Love and Kindliness pouring out to ALL mankind which opens every door before them into whatever activity is required.

Oh precious ones, do you not see that those who have felt jealous and inharmonious, just fade out of the Light, blaming others, when only within themselves is the fault? Oh precious ones, so many of these are precious ones, whose Light is very great; but when they become caught in that snare of jealousy, criticism or condemnation, their own blessed door just closes temporarily and they feel alone in the world. I, with you to-night, call to the “Mighty I AM Presence” of each one of those precious ones, who have for one reason or another allowed themselves to feel unkind to the Messengers or critical: “Mighty I AM Presence,” dissolve once and forever every human creation, cause and effect and set those blessed ones free in the Light, that they may have the freedom which is so near them.

If only mankind and the precious students could see that the moment a discordant feeling stirs within them, it is just the sinister human creation which would bind them longer in their
limitations and distress. Oh, that all might understand this and be so firm in their refusal to speak or accept from others any inharmonious expression, then their worlds would quickly be at peace, filled with the Glory of the Presence and the abundance of every good thing they require, for use in the Service of the Light.

The God Tabor, the God Himalaya and the God from the Swiss Alps join me in pouring forth to-night a four-fold Activity for your blessing, for your Freedom. May I ask you to accept the FULNESS of it to go forth and do its perfect work for you?

• AFFIRMATION •

"Mighty I AM Presence"! Great Host of Ascended Masters, and Great Cosmic Beings! annihilate all fear, doubt, grief and hate entities within and around all mankind the earth and its atmosphere forever and replace them by the PERFECTION OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS ETERNALLY SUSTAINED AND SELF-EXPANDING.
In THIS Ascended Master Instruction of the "Mighty I AM Presence," the word human is always used synonymously with the word discordant, as distinguished from the Perfection of Divinity.

When the Ascended Master says annihilate or blast, the student and readers should realize, that you cannot annihilate or blast God or God's Activities from the Universe or anything that is truly of God. Nothing can be consumed, annihilated or blasted, but human creation and that needs to be. Please remember no one can annihilate or blast God.

Whenever the use of those words occurs in our decrees, the students and readers cannot possibly misunderstand this work, when they know that we say in our decrees: "Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters come forth and annihilate or blast all destructive forces act-
ing within any channel." If the individual has any intelligence at all, he will see that we call to the "Mighty I AM Presence," which is the Godhead, and the Ascended Masters to do the annihilating or blasting; because we know that God is the only Doer of any constructive action. The only thing that God or the Ascended Master could do would be to annihilate or blast the discord and impure qualities that need to be annihilated and blasted.

The real action of the Law that takes place is, that the "Mighty I AM Presence" or the Ascended Masters project the Sacred Flame of Divine Love, which is the Highest Rate of Vibration in the Universe, into the condition that is destructive. This is the most Powerful use of the Pure Electronic Force and as it passes through any person, place, condition or thing simply purifies it, by increasing the rate of vibration to the point where no discord can any longer exist.

We have said repeatedly: "The Ascended Masters never use a destructive force and neither does the "Mighty I AM Presence," which is God—GOOD—in action." NEITHER DO WE EVER USE A DESTRUCTIVE FORCE. Therefore, any other interpretation of this Magnificent Ascended Master Instruction, which is FREEDOM FOR ALL MANKIND, is vicious, willful intentional distortion of the MIGHTY LAW OF THE "I AM PRESENCE," which is setting mankind free from just such viciousness that has bound human beings throughout the centuries.

We say to all, who try to distort, misinterpret or interfere with this Work: "You have no power! and your own viciousness shall return upon you and annihilate itself."
REGARDING PLEDGES AND OATHS

DEAR BLESSED ONES everywhere, who want the Light of God and your Eternal Freedom in that Light! realize always that God will never bind you and the human has no right to, and no power to unless you let it. Therefore, if you have given oaths and pledges in various activities in the years past before you became aware of this “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Masters, call your Presence into action to cut you free from everything that binds or limits or that would seek to hold you in its clutches in any way.

All such activities are but the bondage of fear and they keep their hold upon the people because fear is the weapon of the sinister force. When you become aware of your “Mighty I AM Presence” there is nothing in this Universe to fear or that can bind or disturb you, unless you accept it. If you do, then you give it your Life energy by which to live and torment you.

This Mighty Ascended Master Instruction of the “I AM” has come forth, from the Octave of Light above the earth, to set you free and there is no person, place, condition or thing that can bind or limit you, if you take your stand with your “Mighty I AM Presence” in the Light.

This is why we urge all the students to dare to be free in the full conscious use of all the Power of Love and Light from your Presence and the Ascended Masters, knowing that God, the “Mighty I AM Presence” in you is your certain Victory. There is nothing in the outer activity of the world that can bind or disturb you in any way, unless you fear. If you fear, you are not loving your
God, the Source and supply of your Life, which is the "Mighty I AM Presence."

If you will call your Presence into action to annihilate all fear and limitation of every kind in you and your world, and blast its cause and effect, you will find that you can quickly rise out of all feeling of fear and manifest the VICTORY OF THE LIGHT OF GOD WITHIN YOU.

Many occult schools and activities of the past used oaths during several previous cycles, but it caused such fear in the people that the sinister force got its clutches on them in that way. At that time, the GREAT COSMIC LAW did not permit this Knowledge of the "I AM" to be given outside of the retreats. Since the release of the Cosmic Light which has touched the earth since 1929 in several waves, more of which are coming soon, the people everywhere must be offered the opportunity NOW to reach up and accept this LIGHT FROM THE ASCENDED MASTERS' OCTAVE, if they will. It is because of the Great Cosmic Law that the old occult activities of the last cycle have been set aside for the earth permanently.

This means more than you can possibly realize at the present time and it does not matter what any human being or all put together think about it, the Great Cosmic Law does not ask human beings' permission to run a solar system. We have told you and the world, the MIGHTY TRUTH OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS and we have Their Full Power and Authority back of us for all we say.

Therefore, he who knows his "Mighty I AM Presence" and dares to abide therein, is free in his Being and world forever. Blessed ones everywhere, who struggle in the outer activities of the
world! DARE TO TAKE YOUR FREEDOM IN THIS "MIGHTY LIGHT" OF THE "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" AND WHICH THE ASCENDED MASTERS OFFER YOU SO LOVINGLY, SO GRACIOUSLY, SO FREELY FOR YOUR ACCEPTANCE! TAKE YOUR FREEDOM BLESSED PRECIOUS ONES OF THE LIGHT AND BE THE HAPPINESS THAT IS YOUR BIRTHRIGHT FOREVER.

Life does not limit you! Love does not limit you! Energy does not limit you! Substance does not limit you! Then why allow anyone's human consciousness to limit you in any way by oaths or anything else? YOU HAVE FREE WILL! YOU MUST USE IT! When you will to stand with your "Mighty I AM Presence" 100% and harmonize your feelings, YOU ARE FREE! DARE TO BE FREE! DARE TO BE STRONG! DARE TO BE DIVINE AND THEN MANIFEST IT IN EVERYTHING IN YOUR BEING AND WORLD. YOU ARE THE ONLY AUTHORITY IN YOUR WORLD FOREVER! REMEMBER THAT ALWAYS!

· AFFIRMATION ·

MY DARLING "I AM PRESENCE"! see that every thought, feeling, word and act that goes forth from me this day, is clothed with the FLAME OF DIVINE LOVE FROM YOUR HEART and the Ascended Master Substance and is kept eternally sustained and Self-expanding.
In regard to new Study Groups where the individuals have never contacted this work before: It only takes about three meetings to explain what and where the "Mighty I AM Presence" is, who the Ascended Masters are, and why it is necessary to give these decrees now and make the call to the presence for the protection of America and the Freedom of mankind.

Just as soon as they understand this much, they should be set to work giving the decrees, for the time is so short and the need grows greater hourly for the students of the "I AM" throughout America and the world to do this. Each individual's own personal protection depends upon his call to the "Mighty I am Presence" and the Ascended Masters for the Freedom and Protection of "The Light of God That Never Fails" to flood the earth. THAT "LIGHT" IS THE ONLY THING THAT CAN STOP THE ACTIVITY OF THE DESTRUCTIVE FORCES IN THE OUTER WORLD TODAY.

Students do not need to have all the understanding of the rest of this Knowledge in order to start giving those decrees, for it is more imperative than ever before, that these decrees go forth into the atmosphere of earth—NOW—in order to give the Ascended Masters the opening through which to act and release the POWER NEEDED,
to sweep the Light in everywhere, to stop the destruction by the vicious forces that are trying to destroy our government and mankind.

After the third meeting any new student should be able to go through that STUDY GROUP OUTLINE and render the assistance to all which will be his own Protection, Supply and Freedom. It does not matter what anyone thinks about this. We are in an hour of national emergency and the students can now render the assistance which MUST BE GIVEN and GIVEN NOW, if the third episode of Washington's Vision is to be avoided in our Blessed United States of America, OUR COUNTRY, THE "I AM COUNTRY," THE LAND OF THE LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS, THE HEART AND LIGHT OF THE WORLD AT THIS TIME.

Therefore, we say to all students in every Group—new and old—as never before: STAND! YIELD NOT AN INCH TO ANY DISTURBING OUTER THING! AND CALL WITH ALL THE INTENSITY OF YOUR HEARTS FOR THE "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," THE ASCENDED MASTERS, THE LEGION OF LIGHT AND THE GREAT COSMIC BEINGS, TO DRENCH THE EARTH WITH THE COSMIC LIGHT AND THE SUBSTANCE FROM THE ASCENDED MASTERS OCTAVE OF LIFE, THAT ALL DESTRUCTIVE FORCES MAY BE BLASTED FROM EXISTENCE FOREVER AND THE EARTH AND MANKIND ONCE AGAIN KNOW FREEDOM AND PEACE.
LESSED YOUNG AMERICA! get your Young People's Groups together and work as you have never done in your lives before, to give the decrees for the protection of OUR CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT AND THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE!

THEY ARE THE SAME AS THE HEART OF YOUR BODY AND HAVE COME FORTH BY THE ASCENDED MASTERS' WISDOM, TO GUARANTEE FREEDOM AND PROTECTION TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE! GIVE YOUR DECREES WITH ALL THE POWER OF YOUR "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" AND THE GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS, TO RELEASE WHATEVER AMOUNT OF COSMIC LIGHT AND POWER IS NECESSARY TO BLAST FROM EXISTENCE FOREVER ALL, AND ITS CAUSE AND EFFECT, THAT DARES TO INTERFERE WITH THE FREEDOM OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AND THE PROTECTION OF ALL THAT GUARANTEES THAT FREEDOM.

America needs you and all the strength and energy you have, to call to the GREAT COSMIC BEINGS for the release of whatever Cosmic Power is required to do this and do it NOW!
Keep happy, but do not let down for a second, in your determination to set America free from the vicious destructive forces that are trying to bring chaos into our Blessed Land.

Remember a thousand times a day! "THE LIGHT OF GOD NEVER FAILS" and call for the release of THAT LIGHT EVERYWHERE WITHOUT LIMIT WITHIN THE BORDERS OF AMERICA, and then to flood the earth.

There is assistance for the Young People’s Groups, that can be given by those who are somewhere between the ages of twenty-five and forty-five, married or unmarried. If this group will encourage the younger ones, to come together and help them until they become anchored enough to conduct the activities themselves, they will be rendering a very great assistance to the younger people. All will then feel more closely drawn together when they come into the large groups for the general or specific decree work.

The reason we ask this is, because the Young People’s Groups have a service to give in the incoming age which is different from that of any of the Older Groups, but they need to be assisted until they are thoroughly aware of what is needed and know how to give that service.

It is well also for every Young People’s Group to give once at each meeting the following decree for the right educational activities throughout the world: "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS AND GREAT COSMIC BEINGS! COME FORTH IN YOUR COSMIC POWER AND AUTHORITY OF THE UNFED FLAME, "THE THREE TIMES THREE" AND THE COSMIC LIGHT!

At every meeting also give the decree for the protection of all activities of Aviation, Transportation, Communication, Public Utilities and Supply of the necessities of Life to all human beings in America and the world.

• AFFIRMATION •

"Mighty I AM Presence"! clear my Being and world forever of every disturbing person, place, condition and thing and replace them by Yourself and the Ascended Masters' Perfection! keep my Being and world drenched forever with the Substance from the Ascended Masters' Octave of Life.
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NEW YORK CITY 
Engineering Auditorium, 29 West 39th Street, Saturday, April 24th, to Tuesday, May 4th, inclusive (except Tuesday, April 27th) 1:30 and 7:30 P.M. 
For Information Contact: 
Mrs. Ada Cox Fisher, Suite 311 Hotel Roosevelt, New York City. 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 
Metropolitan Opera House, Broad and Poplar Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., Friday, May 14th, to Sunday, May 23rd, inclusive, 1:30 and 7:30 P.M. 
For Information Contact: 
Mrs. Frances Ekey, Majestic Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Scottish Rite Cathedral, Saturday, May 29, to Monday, June 7, inclusive, 1:30 and 7:30 P.M. 
For Information Contact: Isabella Thornton, I AM Reading Room, Hotel Park Ave., Park and Sproat Streets. 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Shrine Auditorium, 665 West Jefferson Street, Friday, July 2, to Sunday, July 11, inclusive, 1:30 and 7:30 P.M.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

We are now prepared to receive subscriptions for the year beginning with the issue of March, 1937, and it will materially assist our planning if those intending to renew their subscriptions will send their renewals as early as possible.

Subscription prices remain as at present. Please make checks payable to

SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM

ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
IGHTY I AM Presence,“ Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings, Angels of the Blue Lightning and those who wield the Sword of Blue Flame of Divine Love! come forth in Your full Cosmic Power and Authority of the Unfed Flame, the “Three Times Three” and the Cosmic Light everywhere in Europe and STOP forever the onrushing destruction of war in those countries! Blaze forth whatever Power of the Cosmic Light is required to annihilate all activity of war, its cause and effect everywhere from all Europe, mankind and the world forever! Withdraw and withhold all energy, money and supply of every kind from all destructive channels and blaze forth in their place that LIGHT, LOVE AND SUBSTANCE from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Life with the POWER OF A THOUSAND SUNS to take possession, produce Perfection and hold YOUR DOMINION everywhere forever! We charge this decree with Saint Germain’s, Jesus’ Nada’s and the Divine Director’s Ascended Master Consciousness, instantaneous Activity and fulfilment eternally sustained! We thank Thee Thou dost always answer our every decree!

Note: Visualize the Blue Lightning of Divine Love from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Life flashing forth into the atmosphere, the land and the bodies of the people everywhere in Europe and the Orient! Watch It consume all shadows and all imperfection everywhere! Then visualize That Light as of a Thousand Suns descend into those countries and fill them completely within Itself, holding possession there forever.

The Great Divine Director has said: “THROUGH THE CALL OF SO MANY IN AMERICA TODAY, IT HAS MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR THIS BLAZING OF THE GREAT COSMIC LIGHT TO ENTER, IN THE FULNESS OF ITS POWER, AND TO THIS END WE HOPE FOR COMPLETE FREEDOM. THE NEXT FEW MONTHS WILL TELL HOW MUCH OF THE CATACLYSMIC ACTIVITY WILL BE GOVERNED.

• AFFIRMATION •

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! make me always listen to every prompting that comes from Your Heart and see that I obey Its direction INSTANTLY!

---
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